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ABSTRACT
This research attempts to determine the connection between a particular planet Pluto its
corresponding sign of Scorpio and corresponding house, the eighth house in the natal
chart with the propensity for suicide.
INTRODUCTION
The research utilized as many individual facets of analysis as possible. Only some of
them proved to be significant, but to have reached any statistically profound results at
all, speaks loudly for itself and thus for astrology. The analysis used nearly a thousand
criteria looking for relationships that exceeded normal or average correlation in the birth
charts of people who committed suicide. This study write-up is used in conjunction with
the spreadsheet PLUTO SUICIDE RESEARCH RESULTS
METHODOLOGY
The data we collected totaled 563 birth charts of people who committed suicide.
We used the Astro Investigator Fast Research software designed and written
by AIR Software to do our research. (http://www.alphee.com) Using a 50 group and chisquare value of three (3).
The criteria for our research model included but were not limited to Pluto:
 Pluto by sign, House, Major aspect to Pluto with other planets in the angles 10° orb
 Minor aspect to Pluto with other planets in the angles 5° orb
 Combined major aspects, Combined minor aspects, Combined Five Ptolemy
aspects,
 Pluto intercepted, Pluto retrograde, Pluto rises before the sun, Pluto rises before the
moon, Pluto in angles,
 Phases of Pluto, Speed of Pluto slowing down or accelerating,
 Aspects to planets in the 8th house the Scorpio house, Aspects to ruler of the 8th
house,
 Aspects to the Midpoints to the planet Pluto by 4° orb, Planets in the 8th house,
 Pluto in hemisphere, Pluto Grand cross, Grand trine or T-square, Pluto with Nodes,
or Vertex
RESULTS
Important Factor relating to Pluto within the sample set of 563 charts:
Pluto in astrological signs.
Leo 56 %, Cancer is 20 %, Virgo 7.6 %, Gemini 6.9 %, Taurus 3.55 %, Libra is 3 %
Scorpio, Capricorn, Pisces, Aries are less than 1% of sample set
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Aquarius and Sagittarius have 0 representations in sample set. (see table 1#) page 2
Using a minimum chi square of 3, out of 1160 astrological events -42 were significant. Of those, 13 had a high probability of occurring often, 29 seldom.
7 involved midpoint aspects.
When analyzing the data in respect to where Pluto resides by astrological sign:
The items below need further consideration within a larger sample set because we do
not have an even sampling of Pluto in all 12 astrological signs
Seldom: Venus trine Saturn in the 8th house by a 10 degree orb did not occur in any of
the suicide charts and it had a chi squ value of 5.4 % with a 98% probability of not
happening. This is significant.
Seldom: Natal Vertex in the 8th house happened in 20% of the charts
Seldom: Natal Venus making a Ptolemy Aspect to Pluto happened in 39% of the natal
charts
(see table 2#) page 3
Pluto Suicide Research Homework Pamela Kokott Table 1#
Please not that 5.63 is the equivalent of 1% in the sample set.
Please Note This data cannot be used as singular indicator of suicide risk because it is
a generational planet. It simply reflects the sample portion and further data collection
would be needed to draw any conclusion from Pluto as one single factor by itself.
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Table 2# Pluto Suicide Research Results CRITERIA
sun/mercury midpoint conjunct pluto 4 deg
venus semisextile pluto 5 deg
venus trine saturn in 8th, 10 deg
vertex in 8th house
moon/mars conjunct pluto 4 deg
venus makes major aspect pluto 4 deg
venus sextile saturn ruler of 8th hous 10orb
mercury squ saturn ruler of 8th hous 10 orb
moon squ mercury ruler of 8th hous 10 orb
sun semisextile pluto 5 orb
mercury sextile pluto in 8th 10 orb
northnode trine bertex in 8th 10 orb
southnode sextile vertex in 8th 10 orb
sun trine saturn ruler of 8th 10 orb
moon trine pluto in 8th
moon/merucry midpoint trine pluto 4 orb
mercury sextile uranus in 8th 10 orb
pluto conjunct DS 5 orb
mercury square jupiter ruler of 8th 10 orb
moon/saturn midpoint square pluto 4 orb
venus square vertex in 8th 10 orb
mercury conjunct pluto 10 orb
sun conjunct mercury ruler of 8th 10 orb
venus potelmaic aspects with pluto 10 orb
uranus square pluto in 8th 10 orb
sun opposition saturn in 8th 10 orb
moon/mars midpoint trine pluto 4 orb
moon square venus ruler of 8th 10 orb
mars/uranus square pluto 4 orb
northnode conjunct vertex in 8th 10 orb
southnode opposition vertex 8th 10 orb
venus sextile pluto 10 orb
neptune sextile vertex in 8th 10 orb
moon square saturn in 8th 10 orb
moon opposition saturn ruler of 8th 10 orb
mars square saturn in 8th orb 10
sun conjunction venus in 8th orb 10
moon square vertex in 8th orb 10
sun/moon midpoint opposition pluto 4 orb
mars square jupiter ruler of 8th orb 10
mercury square mars in 8th 10 orb
sun trine vertex in 8th 10 orb

CONTROL
CHi SQ.(PROB)
13.3 7.1 (99.2%)
36.3 5.9 (98.5%)
5.4 5.4 (98.0%)
144.8 5.4 (97.9%)
13.4 5.2 (97.8%)
151.7 5.0 (97.6%)
13.1 5.0 (97.6%)
12.2 5.0 (97.5%)
10.1 5.0 (97.5%)
32.7 5.0 (97.4%)
6.8 4.9 (97.4%)
15.8 4.9 (97.3%)
15.8 4.9 (97.3%)
11.5 4.9 (97.3%)
6.4 4.8 (97.1%)
24.2 4.8 (97.1%)
6.6 4.8 (97.1%)
12.4 4.4 (96.3%)
10.4 4.3 (96.1%)
25.3 4.2 (95.9%)
16.1 4.1 (95.7%)
31.7 4.0 (95.5%)
26.1 3.9 (95.2%)
248 3.9 (95.1%)
5.7 3.8 (95.0%)
2.8 3.8 (94.9%)
23.4 3.8 (94.9%)
10 3.6 (94.2%)
27.1 3.6 (94.2%)
8.5 3.5 (94.0%)
8.5 3.5 (94.0%)
59.4 3.5 (93.9%)
24.2 3.5 (93.8%)
5.2 3.4 (93.5%)
6.8 3.4 (93.2%)
5.1 3.3 (93.1%)
7.1 3.3 (93.1%)
16.3 3.3 (92.9%)
12.3 3.3 (92.8%)
9.5 3.2 (92.8%)
5.7 3.2 (92.8%)
16.2 3.2 (92.5%)
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